Experimental Investigation of Gully Formation Under Low Pressure and Low Temperature Conditions
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Introduction: A large morphological diversity of gullies is observed on Earth and on Mars. Debris flow – a non-newtonian flow comprising a sediment-water mix – is a common process attributed to gully formation on both planets [1, 2]. Many variables can influence the morphology of debris flows (grain sizes, discharge, slope, soil moisture, etc) and their respective influences are difficult to disentangle in the field. Furthermore, effects specific to the martian environment have not yet been explored in detail. Some preliminary laboratory simulations have already been performed that isolate some of these variables. Cold room experiments [3] were already performed to test the effect of a melted surface layer on the formation of linear gullies over sand dunes. Low pressure experiments [4] were performed to test the effect of the atmospheric pressure on erosional capacity and runout distance of the flows.

Our aim is to develop a new set of experiments both under Martian atmospheric pressure and terrestrial atmospheric pressure in order to reproduce the variability of the observed morphologies under well constrained experimental conditions.

Methodology: We have performed a parallel set of experiments under Martian atmospheric pressure (6 mbar, in the Open University Mars Chamber, Fig. 1a) and under normal atmospheric pressure in a cold room (Fig. 1b) at the IDES laboratory (Orsay, France).

Figure 1: a) Mars Chamber in the Open University (Milton Keynes, UK); b) Experimental tray containing the permafrost in the Cold room (Orsay, France).

All experiments were performed with fine sand, which had been saturated in water, frozen, then the first millimeters of the permafrost were partially defrosted in order to create a fine active layer. We varied the discharge, the slope and the depth of melting of the ice rich permafrost. We measured the resulting morphology to quantify erosion and deposition. We have focused on the relative importance of these variables (rather than their absolute values) and their respective influence on the morphology. The Mars Chamber allowed us to perform these experiments at the low pressure and carbon dioxide atmospheric conditions experienced on the surface of Mars. The terrestrial cold room allowed us to perform reference experiments with an accurate control on experimental parameters (temperature of the room and of the water, discharge, active layer thickness).

Observations and Preliminary results:
Large apron: On Earth and on Mars, the morphology of many gullies results from the superposition of several flow events and the progressive accumulation of sediments in the downstream part of the gully (Figs. 2a1 & 2a2). The experimental flow was performed using fine dry sand. The final large apron (Fig. 2a3) was obtained by the release of ~5 successive flow events.
Small apron: On Earth, small terminal deposits can be found on debris flows in a cold, periglacial environment on talus deposits (French Alps) or on steep slopes of volcanoes with fine sediments (sand) [5] (Fig. 2b1, Italy). On Mars, small apron deposits have been found in Tooting crater, these flows could have been generated by the melting of ground ice (Fig. 2b2). Small apron gullies were recreated in an experimental run over permafrost using fine sand (230µm) under low pressure conditions (Fig. 2b3). The preliminary results of the experiments performed in the cold room (Orsay) highlight an increase in the levee thickness as a function of the slope (Fig. 3a, no clear trend can be deduced for the channel depth).

Lack of apron: On Earth, gullies without final deposit are found in periglacial areas (Fig. 2c1, Canada). On Mars, this type of gully has been observed on sand dunes (Russel megadune, Fig. 2c2) or superposed on large debris aprons on the inner wall of impact craters. The processes that could explain this morphology still under study in the laboratory.

Conclusion: Our experimental investigations have allowed us to reproduce various different morphologies on a small-scale similar to terrestrial and Martian gullies at field-scale. Small debris aprons can be reproduced in the laboratory over permafrost with a thin active layer and this type of gully is sometimes observed on Earth (French Alps) and on Mars [6]. For high-discharge flows, the temperature seems to have greater influence over the final morphology than the atmospheric pressure. Nevertheless, including the effect of atmospheric pressure is essential for understanding the initiation of the flows under Martian conditions.
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